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Buying a boat for the first time may be a daunting experience. And even for 

those who already own boats, the choices for purchasing another one may 

offer some degree of difficulty.  

We gathered some of the Boat Gold Coast Magazine’s feature stories that may 

assist you in making the right choices. 

We hope this guidebook will make it easier for you find that good advice that 

will work for you. 

Download, print and share if you find this useful. 

-Boat Gold Coast Team 
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6 TIPS ON BUYING A BOAT 

By Darrel Finkelstein 

 

Buying a boat and the thought of boat ownership can be daunting to some. Most have heard the old 

line, “The two happiest days of owning a boat are the day you buy it and the day you sell it”. This 

view seems to come from unhappy people with a lack of boating knowledge and this is the biggest 

challenge most wannabe boaties face. 

 

1 THE 2 F’S – FAMILY AND FINANCES 

Starting the boat-buying exercise on the right foot really should begin with a family discussion that 

includes your partner and, naturally, the kids. Discussing money and finances with your partner, and 

seeking finance approval to ensure you can afford boat ownership are also very important.  

2 WHAT FLOATS YOUR BOAT? 

The choice of what type of boat you might like to own depends on the following: 

 Budget 

 Boating destination 

 Area of interest for you and your family 

 Journey of exploration 

 Teaching kids (or grandkids) to waterski or tube 

 Fishing 

Whether you choose a day boat, overnighter, humble tinny or a ski boat, research is vital. 

*QUICK TIP: Visit boat shows, marinas, and use 

Google to help explore your options. 

3 THE DEALER (IT’S A BIG DEAL!) 

Finding an “Accredited Boat Dealer” where long-term relationships can be made for sales, service 

and ongoing support is the secret to your success. Naturally, expect to be overwhelmed with marine 

jargon: makes, models, engine types, options and accessories. This can cause confusion, but a 

patient dealer will clear the fog. 

QUICK TIP: The dealer should be local and it’s 

critical to have boat-handling lessons arranged 

for you and your entire crew. Getting everyone 

involved shares the load and gives each person a 

chance to participate. 
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4 STORAGE 

Storage is important for trailer boats and the bigger stuff: will the boat and trailer fit in your garage 

or on your mooring? If it’s a bigger boat you’re after, then talk to your local marina about storage 

options, as storage must be convenient. 

QUICK TIP: Remember the easier it is to access 

your boat, the more you’ll use it. 

5 TOW, TOW, TOW YOUR BOAT 

If you’re planning on towing the boat to various boating locations, make sure your tow vehicle is 

suitable by checking the towing capability in your vehicle owner’s manual. Safe towing practices are 

critical to both your safety and that of other road users. 

QUICK TIP: Practice is the key to stress-free boat 

launching, so grab the family and head to your 

local boat ramp at night. It’s always easier when 

no one is watching. 

 

6 ENJOY 

It’s not just about the boat; it allows you to connect with people. The kids are off the computer, and 

parents are not focusing on work, so the whole family can enjoy quality time on the water. 

Ask any boatie and they will tell you that “the two happiest days of owning a boat are a Saturday 

and a Sunday” when most boaties can get on the water. It’s all about lifestyle, because you know 

that life is too short. 

Get into boat ownership, as after all “Life is better with a boat”. 

 

You can read more at: http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/life-is-better-with-a-boat/ 

  

http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/life-is-better-with-a-boat/
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Buying A Trailer Boat  
By Andy Kancachian and Tim Stessl 

 

When buying a boat, it is important to consider many things before making a final decision. From the 

number of people you are going to have in the boat on a regular basis, the water conditions you are 

most likely to use the boat, the budget you have allotted, to the running, maintenance and storage 

costs, etc., the list can go on and on. 

Here are some technical aspects of your new boat that you should investigate prior to the big 

decision. 

Boat Length 

When deciding on the boat length, there are several considerations depending on the number of 

maximum users and the waters on which you will use the boat. 

The regulations translate to one (1) adult per metre of boat. Therefore, a 4.2m boat is licensed to 

carry a maximum of four (4) adult passengers. 

Below is a quick guide on specified waters for various boat lengths: 

  

Boat Length Ideal Waters 

4.2m and below lakes and rivers 

4.4m-4.79m lakes, rivers and larger bay/harbours 

4.85m-5.5m lakes, rivers, bay/harbours and close offshore 

6m and above lakes, rivers, bay/harbours and close 

offshore, open water (Your level of 

experience will determine how far you 

want to venture offshore.) 
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Tinnie Boats 

The advantage of a tinnie is that it is light, easy to handle on your own and economical to run and 

maintain. The downside is that some tinnie designs are hard-riding and not so stable. Only a water 

test will prove how it performs. Try asking boaties at the ramp about their boats to have an idea on 

boat performance. 

With a tinnie, you get what you pay for. The more expensive boats will have a better build, design 

and superior material quality, as well as money invested in research and development (R&D) to 

ensure better performance and a longer life. The cheaper tinnie boats do not last very long without 

problems, sometimes not even past the warranty period. While most owners will keep their tinnies 

for a long time, if you do decide to sell, then a quality brand name will ensure a higher resale value. 

When choosing the engine size, consider the maximum horse power (HP) rating if you plan to load 

the boat with the maximum number of passengers allowed. If you carry only one or two people, 

then determine the minimum and maximum HP, and buy an engine in the middle of the two ratings. 

 

Runabouts  

If you are deliberating over a centre console versus a forward steer runabout with windscreen, here 

are some ideas. A centre console is mainly used by fishermen without young families to consider, as 

they want maximum fishing room and are not concerned about the elements. Forward steer 

runabouts are the perfect family boat, as they have the protection of the windscreen and foredeck 

yet still have plenty of cockpit space to fish. Most are fitted with a removable rear lounge when the 

kids are not in the boat. 

The bow rider is becoming the must-have all-round boat if you do more family boating, tubing or 

skiing, exploring or cruising with the odd fishing trip with mates. The drawback is it has an open bow 

http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Boat-Gold-Coast-tinnie-Photo-supplied-by-Fishing-and-Leisure-Boats.jpg
http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Boat-Gold-Coast-runabout-Photo-supplied-by-Fishing-and-Leisure-Boats.jpg
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and the rear cockpit is shorter than that in a runabout. If fishing is more your style, then choose the 

runabout. 

Cabin boat  

The cabin boat is popular in the southern parts of Australia, as they have more shelter from the 

elements due to the cabin space and is easily fitted with camper covers and clears. To sleep in a 

cabin boat, you need at least a half cabin, not a cuddy cabin. Most half-cabin boats start at 5.6 

metres long. A cuddy cabin will suit young kids to have a nap, but the main reason behind a cuddy is 

for weather protection and extra storage. 

The difficulty of a cabin boat is that you will access the anchor via a forward hatch as opposed to 

direct access in a bow rider. Moreover, the cabin boat will not fit under a standard garage or shed. It 

is slightly heavier to tow and will need a larger outboard than a runabout of the same length. 

 

Inshore and Offshore  

When travelling inshore, your decision is a personal choice as most boats will perform well in 

smooth waters. But keep in mind that the weather can change at any time, so hull design, beam, 

depth and build construction then come into play. 

If you are heading offshore, your decision requires more thought. You need to search for a well-

constructed boat and study the amount of development that has been undertaken with the hull 

design. The more hull R&D, the smoother your boating experience. Even a poorly designed fiberglass 

boat can be hard-riding offshore, while some tinnies with enhanced design will perform better than 

some of the glass boats. 

Aluminium vs. fiberglass 

When considering boats under 5.6 metres, it is hard to go past well-designed aluminium boats as 

they are easier to use, store, run and maintain. 

Fiberglass is the choice of boat for offshore conditions from six (6) metres and over. An aluminium 

boat over six (6) metres needs to be of thick aluminium plate construction. So this added weight 

places you at the same weight as a fiberglass boat. The aluminium plate boat will need a greater HP 

motor and a larger 4×4 towing vehicle which all means higher running costs, so you may as well 

purchase a fiberglass boat. 

A well designed six (6) metre fiberglass boat will outperform most aluminium six (6) metre boat 

when comparing ride, comfort, quietness and stability. The fiberglass boat will need at least a 20 

http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Boat-Gold-Coast-off-shore-Photo-supplied-by-Fishing-and-Leisure-Boats.jpg
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degree-vee hull with nice wide reverse chines and the dry hull weight around 900 kg. A deep-vee 

hull with reasonable weight means a soft ride with increased stability. 

New vs Used? 

If you have the money and intend to eventually pass it on to your children, you should buy a new 

boat so you can choose the brand and style you desire. A new boat will be covered by a warranty 

and there will be no hidden repair costs, or strandings at sea. 

A used boat will be cheaper than a new one. However, your ideal choice might be limited by 

availability. You might have to compromise colour, motor brand and desired accessories, and in 

some cases an unknown history of the boat. 

Sometimes, it might be better to buy a smaller new boat of your choice with warranty rather than a 

larger used boat. But if you are an experienced boat owner and you have the patience to wait for 

that ideal used boat, then you will reap the rewards. 

When you finally buy your boat, know that your skill level will develop only with experience. Go slow 

when starting out, and get to know your boat first so you can then venture further and wider while 

gaining water capability. Do not scare your wife and kids on the first outing. Pick a nice sunny day 

with low wind and go somewhere quiet, without a lot of other boats out on the water. Enjoy! 

 

You can read more at: http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/trailer-boat-buying-tips/ 

  

http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/trailer-boat-buying-tips/
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Choosing a Sports Cruiser  
By Andy Kancachian and Tim Stessl 

 

There is no such thing as the perfect sports cruiser. However, there can be one that is ideal for you. 

By analysing your needs, you will be able to help focus your search on the type of cruiser that will 

suit you. 

First and foremost, do your research—whether in magazines or online forums, or other sources. Try 

talking to owners that have the same boat you are looking for and obtain feedback. The dealer you 

buy from is just as important as the boat you choose. For used boats, research as much history on 

the boat before you buy it, and spend on a pre-purchase inspection conducted by a qualified expert. 

Size Matters 

When selecting a sports cruiser, determine how many people are staying on board overnight. A basic 

estimation for boat length can be illustrated several ways. A family of four will need at least a 28-

foot or a larger sports cruiser, with a traverse bunk for the kids and a forward bed for the parents. If 

to be used by only two adults, then any boat size with at least a double bunk/bed will work. The 

wider (beam) the sports cruiser, the more stable the vessel will be at rest and under way. A wide-

beam cruiser offers more internal space. If the boat has a 20+-degree deep vee then you want to 

make sure that the boat is at least 2.8 metres wide. If the hull has a shallower vee, then a narrower 

hull is acceptable—but you lose a lot of internal space. The optimum beam is a minimum of 2.8 

metres—but this size is not trailerable. 

Recommended Features 

Hardtop vessels are longer-lasting and do not need replacing every 10 years. However, they do add 

extra cost to the boat. When looking at an under 40-foot cruiser with a hardtop, you will be limited 

by choice, as not every make and model is optioned with a hardtop. During summer. the hard top 

cruiser can become very hot and stuffy due to lack of ventilation. The most common choice in this 

size cruiser has a canvas top and removable clear screens and side, so you can open it up on hot days 

and seal the cabin during the colder winter months. 

A sports cruiser with a walk-through windscreen will allow easy access to the bow, and avoid having 

to traverse the narrow side. 

If you want to stay married, then an anchor winch is essential. No one enjoys manually pulling up an 

anchor when you are at sea to relax. In rough seas, falling overboard while trying to manually pull in 

your anchor can endanger your entire family. It is worth reiterating that an anchor winch is a must. 

If you have to moor a single engine cruiser in a small marina berth, then consider buying a cruiser 

with (or fitting) a bow thruster to make it easier to dock. For twin engine vessels, the bow thruster is 

not as critical. However, if you can afford it or the boat is already fitted with one, then that will make 

docking even easier. 
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Also, ensure the inbuilt water tank capacity is sufficient for your needs, as those aboard will use 

approximately 20 litres per person per day for showers, brushing teeth, washing dishes, etc. Ideally, 

a model with transom hot and cold shower will keep the kids clean and the boat relatively sand-free. 

If the toilet is under the bed(s), check that it is removable (porta-potty style) so you can remove it 

before you get into the bed. 

The cabin will need ventilation during hot summer nights, and the hatches should be fitted with bug 

screens. 

The sports cruiser should be fitted with a decent battery storage for running 12-volt lighting and 

electrical. If you have children on board or intend to be away from shore for extended periods of 

time, invest in an inverter generator to charge computers, heat meals, run the TV, and power the 

stereo and lighting. 

In the cockpit, ideally, you will need a sink and tap, inbuilt cooler, a removable table, and plenty of 

seating/sun lounge. The cabin below preferably will need at least two beds, a toilet, a sink, storage 

for all the plates, cups and food and personal items. 

The transom should be fitted with a stainless steel rail with BBQ, which can be used for the bulk of 

the on-board cooking. In this way, it does not stink out the cabin and is much easy to clean. If there 

is additional space, install a fish-cutting board which can double as a preparation bench for the chef. 

A good boarding ladder is essential to get back on board after you have been for a swim. Make sure 

the duckboard is non-slip coated as it can get very slippery when wet. 

Engine Choices 

Check the manufacturer’s specifications and choose the maximum horsepower (HP) recommended 

to be fitted, as the boat will be heavily loaded up for extended stays. The larger engine will pay for 

itself, as a smaller motor will work too hard and burn more fuel than the maximum specified HP 

engine. 

If the cruiser is less than 29 feet, a single large HP engine is sufficient, such as a 5.7- litre V8 with a 

bravo 3-leg. This is cheaper to run and you will only be servicing one engine and leg. For cruisers 

larger than 30 feet, nearly all brands fit twin engines to handle the size and weight of the boat. 

A stern drive has a shallower draft than a shaft drive engine. So, on the Gold Coast, it is advisable to 

buy a stern drive to avoid touching bottom in our shallow sand-banked waterways. A stern drive will 

also allow you to reverse into a shallow beach anchorage, trimmed up the leg(s) and on most boats 

step off the duck board right onto the beach. 

Running costs and maintenance 

Simply put, the faster you go, the more fuel you will use. The ideal cruising speed is 22 to 25 knots in 

any size sports cruiser as this seems to ensure a comfortable ride and efficient fuel consumption. 

Most sports cruisers up to 29 feet with a single engine will burn around 40 litres an hour at this 

speed. The larger twin engine sports cruisers up to 32 feet will use twice as much, and beyond a 40-

foot cruiser will require even more fuel. 

If your sports cruiser will be wet-berthed on a pontoon at a marine or your home, the hull will 

require antifoul every few years at an average price of 3,000 dollars and upwards depending on the 

size of the boat and number of engines. The annual servicing will start at 1,000 dollars per engine for 
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a very basic service. Make sure—before you pull the boat out of the water at the marina—you ask 

your mechanic for a quote and then authorise the specific work to be carried out. 

New vs used 

When buying a new boat, you have the privilege to choose the brand, size, colour and options you 

actually want. The vessel will be delivered with a factory warranty for at least three or more years, 

so there are no maintenance surprises. 

When buying a used sports cruiser, you are limited by the available stock that is for sale and 

whatever features have already been fitted. Be patient and diligent enough to research the history 

of the vessel. A used boat purchase will be more risky but the savings are considerable. 

Dealer is key 

The boat dealership that supplies your sports cruiser—new or used—will play a vital role for your 

trouble-free boating. Ask the dealer about the aftersales service and understand the fee structures 

for service and maintenance. The dealer might also have a trade-in policy if you decide to upgrade in 

the future. 

By asking for some referral customers, you can hear firsthand other buyers’ experiences with the 

brand and model, and more importantly, the aftersales service provided by the dealer. Be sure to 

insist on a sea trial to ensure the sports cruiser will do everything you want it to do with regard to 

seating passengers, providing a comfortable ride, and vessel stability both at rest and while 

underway. 

 

You can read more at: http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/cruising-without-bruising-how-to-choose-a-

sports-cruiser-painlessly/ 

  

http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/cruising-without-bruising-how-to-choose-a-sports-cruiser-painlessly/
http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/cruising-without-bruising-how-to-choose-a-sports-cruiser-painlessly/
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The 101 of  

Buying a Sailboat 
By Norman Ambrose 

 

Sailing is a pastime and a sport you can participate in from five years old to 85 years old. Not many 

other sports allow this lifetime endeavour. The wind is free so sailing is free once you own a sail 

boat. John Rousmaniere once said “The goal is not to sail the boat, but rather to help the boat sail 

herself.” The feeling you experience while sailing is not possible while driving a power boat. 

Type, size and price 

When considering the type and size of sail boats, the best advice for Broadwater/Moreton Bay 

sailing is an inshore sailing dinghy, which starts from $1,000, or a keel yacht at about $15,000. For 

those wanting to go offshore sailing, most experts suggest purchasing yachts over 30 or 35 feet for 

these voyages, although many people have crossed oceans in very small yachts. What is more 

important is to choose a yacht design with a reasonably high ballast/displacement ratio, which is the 

measure of the stability of a boat’s hull and determines the stiffness and resistance to capsize. 

 

Technology 

On the Gold Coast, we are fortunate that we can sail for the weekend or set off on longer distances. 

Most owners aspire to sail to the Whitsundays at some point, so it is probably best to purchase a 

yacht over 30 feet to start with. New sail boats have come a long way over the last five years, now 

with furling main and head sails. Also, the new models have onboard electronics that are controlled 

by smart phones or iPads. The latest sailing boats offer shallow draft keels, popular among cruising 

sailors in Queensland. A second-hand sail boat that is 10 years old will probably still make the trip 

you have planned. However, remember to allow some funds to upgrade the electronics, radios, 

chart plotters, autopilots and possibly sails and canvas covers. 

  

http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/sailing-gold-coast-1.jpg
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Partner decision 

If you involve your partner from the start of the decision-making, it will be a great pastime you can 

enjoy together for many years to come. If your partner is not confident with your buying decision, 

they may avoid the ocean voyage and end up flying to a tropical location to join the yacht in 

sheltered waters. Once you have purchased your dream yacht, it is easy to hire a skipper to sail with 

you the first few times while most new sail boat brokers include this in their sales contract. 

 

Calmness 

 The mental attitude required to overcome the fear of learning to sail is a calm state. Be relaxed and 

forget about what you are doing at work next week. Once you have been sailing in your own newly 

acquired yacht a few times, you soon get into the groove and enjoy commanding and managing your 

own vessel. Appreciate the insight of Bob Bitchin who expressed, “Attitude is the difference between 

ordeal and adventure.” 

Dealing with dealers  

On the Gold Coast, there are only three dealers specializing in the larger monohull sailing vessels. 

They are Ensign, Bosun’s at Southport, and Ausail Marine at Sanctuary Cove. New yachts will have a 

two-year warranty on the engine, five years on the hull, and 12 months on most other items. 

Second-hand yachts have no warranties, so it is important to conduct a full out-of-the-water survey 

by a qualified marine surveyor. When conducting an on-water test and walk-through in a sailing 

boat, take the specification sheet published by the dealer and ensure every single major item works. 

Check the operation of the engine, the electronics, the refrigeration, and most of the large ticket 

items. Always insist that any deposit is fully refundable and the sales contract is subject to a 

satisfactory test-sail and out-of-the-water survey 

 

You can read more at: http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/buy-and-sail-the-101-of-buying-a-sailboat/ 

http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/buy-and-sail-the-101-of-buying-a-sailboat/
http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/sailing-gold-coast-2.jpg
http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/sailing-gold-coast-3.jpg
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Mono or Multi:  

Which Hull is Better? 
By Nic Welch 

 

Tossing up between a monohull vessel and a catamaran—maybe even a trimaran? Monos, cats and 

tris are all great vessels, and each type has its strengths and weaknesses. 

Which is faster? 

There are many factors that influence the speed of a sailing vessel. These include total sail area, the 

cut of sail, the rake of the mast, hull shape, hull length, vessel mass, wetted surface area of the hull, 

and whether the vessel has a planing or displacement hull. 

The basic principle of sailing is that a sail is foil-shaped, similar to an aeroplane wing. As wind passes 

across the sail or foil, the wind travels faster over the outside curve of the sail causing a low pressure 

system, which “pulls” the vessel towards the wind. As wind normally travels, parallel to the surface 

of the water, maximum drive from a sail is achieved when the leading edge of the sail remains 

perpendicular to the direction of the wind, i.e. when the mast is vertical. 

Given the wide beam and low centre of gravity of multihulls, they do not heel as much as monohulls 

and therefore are generally much faster through the water (perhaps 25 percent faster comparing a 

mono and a multi of equal length), which is the reason why the America’s Cup boats have turned 

into catamarans. 

To reduce heeling, many monohulls have a fixed-weighted keel to counteract the force of the wind 

upon the sail. Smaller yachts tend to have a swing keel, and must rely upon crew weight or ballast to 

counteract the same force. 

The hull shape of yachts also plays an important role in vessel speed. A well-designed yacht hull can 

reduce the wetted surface area (the total area of hull in contact with the water) when the vessel 

heels, reducing the friction or drag of the hull through the water. The optimum vessel speed is 

achieved as a trade-off between maximum sail drive and friction through the water. Smaller 

catamarans can effectively half their total wetted surface area by completely lifting one hull out of 

the water. 

Speed of a vessel through the water is not the only factor that determines whether a monohull or 

multihull will reach a destination first. The maximum angle a sailing vessel can point towards the 

direction of the wind will determine how many times a sailing vessel must tack. Tacking is generally a 

slow process in large sailing vessels. Vessel speed through the water can even drop right down to 

stationary during the tacking process. Monohulls can point higher into the breeze than catamarans, 

and monos generally lose less speed while tacking. In narrow channels and waterways, such as the 
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Southport Broadwater, the higher a vessel can point into the breeze the better, as fewer number of 

tacks are required. 

Vessel draught 

The draught of a sailing vessel plays an important role in shallow waterways, such as the Southport 

Broadwater and its tributaries. Catamarans normally have short stubby fixed keels, allowing them to 

sail further outside the dredged navigation channels, which can help minimise the amount of tacking 

required. The reduced draught also allow access to shallower anchorages. 

Monohulls with swing keels can also access shallow waterways when the swing keel is retracted. 

However, the vessel cannot be under sail when fully retracted. Monos with fixed keels can cause 

significant damage to the keel and hull if it strikes the bottom. 

An advantage of a shallow-draft vessel is that you can purposefully beach the vessel to perform 

minor maintenance under the waterline. While removing barnacles on antifouled hulls when on the 

waterways is illegal, other maintenance such as inspecting the hull and propeller for damage, 

propeller replacement, anode replacement, transducer inspection, and rudder repair is a free option 

compared to the relatively expensive alternative of lifting your boat out of the water. Catamarans 

will remain level while beached (and trimarans almost level), which is a great advantage if you 

intend to sleep on board the vessel, use the galley, or use the head! Swing keel monohulls will list up 

to 45 degrees when beached, causing a very uncomfortable sleep and making time on board 

between tides a general misery. Fixed keel yachts are not intended to be beached. 

 Anchoring and berthing 

Multihulls are more affected by windage than deep-draughted vessels. This can be of concern when 

anchoring in popular anchorages, such as Wave Break Island, Tipplers Passage, or Tiger Mullet 

Channel, especially when there is wind against tide. A vessel with a deep draught will be affected 

more by tide and current than wind, depending upon wind strength. A multihull and monohull 

anchored within the swing room of each other can certainly collide while both at anchor. 

When berthing at a floating pontoon or a fixed jetty, a catamaran with dual engines will generally be 

easier to come alongside the berth, compared to a monohull without bow thrusters, or a trimaran 

with a single engine. If berthing at a marina, multihull owners may need to pay for two berths given 

the wide beam of their vessels. 

  

Which has more room? 

Given the shallower draft of multihulls compared to monohulls, multihulls will generally have less 

headroom inside the hulls than a monohull of equal length. However, if a multihull is of considerable 

length, then an enclosed cabin spanning the hulls is possible, allowing far more open space than a 

monohull. Deck space on a multi is also more than a mono. 

Multihulls will generally have a greater passenger capacity than a monohull, which is why many 

commercial sailing operators prefer multihulls over monohulls. 
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Which is safer? 

In the case of a catastrophic hull breach, a catamaran with one breached hull will be able to remain 

afloat if the other hull is intact. Both multihulls and monohulls should nowadays be constructed with 

multiple watertight bulkheads and adequate foam flotation to prevent sinking. However, this theory 

relies upon the quality of the manufacturer and modifications made to the vessel since manufacture. 

In cyclonic seas, a monohull will handle the conditions far better than a multihull. Having said that, a 

multihull may be able to take advantage of its speed to avoid an approaching severe weather system 

by sailing around it. 

In the event of capsize, a multihull will eventually become inverted and will be impossible to upright 

unassisted. However, a monohull with a sufficiently weighted keel should upright itself if it becomes 

inverted. Multihulls are harder to capsize than monohulls. 

Catamarans normally have dual engines, which is an advantage over single engine vessels in case of 

engine failure. 

What is more pleasant to sail? 

When close-hauled, monohulls can heel severely, which can be quite uncomfortable to sit in for 

extended periods of time on long voyages. The heeling makes general duties, such as making coffee 

and preparing food, quite a challenge. 

Catamarans can have a tendency for chop to slap the underside of the deck between the hulls, 

which can be quite loud and cause a shudder felt throughout the boat in moderate seas. 

  

What should I buy? 

My only suggestion is to join several yacht clubs and multihull clubs as an associate member, and put 

an ad up on the club notice board as a crew member willing to sail on board as many types of vessels 

as possible, before investing heavily into your next adventure. 

Southport Yacht Club, Royal Queensland Yacht Squadron, Multihull Yacht Club Queensland, and 

Queensland Cruising Yacht Club are popular sailing clubs in the Gold Coast and Brisbane regions. 

What you primarily intend to use your vessel for will ultimately influence what type of vessel is best 

suited for you. Whether you intend to use your sailing vessel for racing or cruising (or perhaps a 

combination of both), entertaining guests, overnight or day trips, your sailing ability, and your 

budget will influence your decision. 

 

 

You can read more at: http://boatgoldcoast.com.au/mono-or-multi-which-hull-is-better/ 

For more Gold Coast boating stories, visit boatgoldcoast.com.au. 
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